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ABSTRACT Various membrane functional units such as receptors, transporters, and channels, whose action necessarily in-
volves capturing diffusing molecules, are often organized into multimeric complexes forming clusters on the cell and organelle
membranes. These functional units themselves are usually oligomers of several integral proteins, which have their own symme-
try. Depending on the symmetry, they form clusters on different packing lattices. Moreover, local membrane inhomogeneities,
e.g., the so-called membrane domains, rafts, stalks, etc., lead to different patterns even within the structures on the same pack-
ing lattice. Units in the cluster compete for diffusing molecules and screen each other. Here we propose a general approach
that allows one to quantify the screening effects. The approach is used to derive simple approximate formulas giving the
trapping rates of diffusing molecules by clusters of absorbers on lattices of different packing symmetries. The obtained results
describe smooth variation of the trapping rate from the sum of the rates of individual absorbers forming the cluster to the
effective collective rate. The latter shows how the trapping efficiency of an individual absorber decreases as the number of
absorbers in the cluster increases and/or the inter-absorber distance decreases. Numerical tests demonstrate good agreement
between the rates predicted by the theory and obtained from Brownian dynamics simulations for clusters of different shapes and
sizes.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that many cellular processes are initiated by
binding of diffusing molecules to specific sites on mem-
brane surfaces. The extensively explored examples include
binding of food molecules to cell surface receptors in
chemotaxis, neurotransmitter interactions with the nicotinic
acetylcholine and other receptors, and ligand binding to
transporter proteins, to mention just a few. Similarly, in
channel-facilitated transport, diffusing metabolites first
have to be trapped by the channel entrance. When these
traps or binding sites are sufficiently far from each other,
they do not interact in the sense that trapping by a site is in-
dependent of the presence of other sites. The situation
changes when the intersite distance decreases and the sites
form a cluster on the membrane surface. In such a case, sites
start to compete for diffusing molecules and screen each
other. As a result, the binding capability of a cluster could
be significantly lower than the sum of the capabilities of
the noninteracting sites forming the cluster.

It has been shown that channels and receptors are
frequently clustered on membrane surfaces (1–6). As an
example, in Fig. 1 we present a high-resolution AFM image
(6) that demonstrates voltage-dependent anion channel clus-
tering on the mitochondrial outer membrane. Moreover,
there is evidence that cells actively control spatial organiza-
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tion of its receptors and transporters to modulate the effi-
ciency of ligand-protein interaction and regulate transport
rate of certain solute molecules (7–9). Clustering of proteins
is complex and dynamic (10,11) with crosstalk to the cyto-
skeleton (12). Although the mechanisms and physiological
role of cluster formation remain mostly unclear, analysis
of the screening effects pioneered by Goldstein and Wiegel
(13–16) is important for understanding the effects of clus-
tering in different processes.

In this article we discuss screening effects in the frame-
work of the simplest model assuming that diffusing mole-
cules are point particles and binding sites are perfectly
absorbing circular disks located on the otherwise reflecting
flat surface. From a mathematical point of view, this is
a complicated many-body problem, which has a highly
nontrivial exact solution only in the case of a two-disk
cluster (17,18). One can learn about sophisticated formal-
isms developed to analyze the problem in the literature
((17–23) and references therein).

The functional units that form clusters—channels, trans-
porters, receptors—are usually oligomeric protein structures
themselves, which have different inherent symmetries.
Correspondingly, they cluster on lattices of different pack-
ing symmetries. Examples of compact clusters on triangular
and square lattices are shown in panels A and B of Fig. 2.
Due to inhomogeneities of biological membranes such as
local lipid demixing, stalks, and intermembrane contacts,
the clustering of the functional units is not necessarily
compact. Various lipid domains, sometimes with quite
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.12.015
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FIGURE 1 High-resolution AFM image of the supramolecular organiza-

tion of voltage-dependent anion channels in high protein density regions of

mitochondrial outer membranes demonstrates pronounced channel clus-

tering (from Gonçalves et al. (6) with permission).
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unexpected composition (24), are clearly abundant on the
cell surface (25). Various extended cluster structures are
also plausible. Examples of noncompact clusters on trian-
gular and square lattices are shown in panels C and D of
Fig. 2. The goal of this article is to review a recently pro-
posed general approach (26,27) to an approximate quantita-
tive description of the screening effects in such structures,
applicable to both compact and noncompact clusters.

The suggested approach allows one to derive simple for-
mulas for the effective rate constants that characterize the
cluster trapping rates (26,27). The formulas show how the
rate constants depend on the disk radius, the number of disks
in the cluster, and the cluster shape and size. We have
applied this approach to study trapping by clusters assuming
that the disks occupy neighboring sites of triangular (26)
and square (27) lattices; some examples of studied clusters
are shown in Fig. 2. Here we discuss the general approach
(Main Idea), briefly summarize the results obtained previ-
ously (26,27) (Clusters on Triangular Lattices and Clusters
on Square Lattices, respectively), and present results for
clusters formed by the disks occupying neighboring sites
on a hexagonal lattice (Clusters on Hexagonal Lattices).
Before discussing our approach, in Preliminaries, we offer
some useful formulas for the rate constant and the concept
of boundary homogenization, which plays the central role
in our analysis.
FIGURE 2 (A and B) Examples of compact and (C and D) noncompact

clusters of absorbing disks arranged on triangular (panels A and C) and

square (panels B and D) lattices and corresponding effective spots, studied

in Berezhkovskii et al. (26,27).
PRELIMINARIES

Useful formulas for the rate constant

Perfectly absorbing sphere

Consider trapping of diffusing particles by a perfectly
absorbing sphere of radius R centered at the origin. In steady
state the particle concentration c(r), where r is the distance
from the origin, satisfies the diffusion equation
D

r2
d

dr

�
r2
dcðrÞ
dr

�
¼ 0; r>R ; (1)
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absorbing boundary conditions on the surface of the sphere,
c(R) ¼ 0, and the requirement c(r)jr/N ¼ cN, where D
and cN are the particle diffusion coefficient and concentra-
tion at infinity, respectively. Solution to this equation is
given by

cðrÞ ¼
�
1� R

r

�
cN; r>R : (2)

One can use this solution to find the steady-state flux J,

which is the number of particles trapped by the sphere per
unit time,

J ¼ 4pR2D
dcðrÞ
dr

����
r¼R

¼ 4pDRcN: (3)

The ratio of this flux to the particle concentration at infinity

is the Smoluchowski (Sm) rate constant for a perfectly
absorbing sphere (sph),

kSmsph ¼ J

cN
¼ 4pDR: (4)

Perfectly absorbing circular disk

Next, consider trapping of diffusing particles by a perfectly
absorbing circular disk of radius a located on a flat reflecting
surface. In this case, the rate constant (defined as the ratio
of the steady-state flux of the particles to their concentration
at infinity) was first obtained by Hill (H) (28) and Berg and
Purcell (BP) (29). This rate constant is given by

kHBPdisk ¼ 4Da: (5)

Perfectly absorbing noncircular spot

A generalization of the formula in Eq. 5 to the case of a
noncircular perfectly absorbing spot on a flat reflecting sur-
face was proposed by Dudko et al. (30),

kspot ¼
�
32

p2
AP

�1=3

D; (6)

where A and P are the area and perimeter of the spot. For a
2
round spot of radius a, we have A ¼ pa , P ¼ 2pa, and

kspot¼ kHBPdisk . Whereas Eq. 5 is an exact result, Eq. 6 provides
an approximate formula, which was suggested based on
dimensional analysis and Brownian dynamics simulation
results.

Partially absorbing sphere

When the sphere of radius R centered at the origin is
partially absorbing, the boundary condition on its surface
takes the form

D
dcðrÞ
dr

����
r¼R

¼ kcðRÞ; (7)
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where k is the rate constant that characterizes the trapping
efficiency, and k ¼ N and k ¼ 0 correspond to perfectly
absorbing and reflecting surfaces, respectively. The rate
constant in this case was first obtained by Collins and Kim-
ball (CK) (31). This rate constant, defined as the ratio of the
steady-state flux to cN, is given by

kCKsph ¼ kSmsphkAsph

kSmsph þ kAsph

¼ 4pR2kD

Dþ kR
; (8)

where Asph ¼ 4pR2 is the surface area of the sphere. The
expression above has a simple physical interpretation: it
describes the decrease of the Smoluchowski rate constant
by the factor

kAsph=
�
kSmsph þ kAsph

�
¼ kR=ðDþ kRÞ;

which is the trapping probability of a particle that starts
from the surface of the sphere.

Partially absorbing circular disk

A similar formula for the rate constant for trapping by a
partially absorbing circular disk of radius a on a flat reflect-
ing surface was suggested by Zwanzig and Szabo (ZS) (32),

kZSdisk ¼ kHBPdisk kAdisk

kHBPdisk þ kAdisk

¼ 4pa2kD

4Dþ kpa
: (9)

In contrast to Eq. 8, which is an exact result, the formula in
Eq. 9 provides a very good approximation for the rate con-
stant over the entire range of k.
Boundary homogenization

Berg and Purcell (29), in their classical article on chemo-
taxis, considered trapping of diffusing particles (ligands)
by N small perfectly absorbing circular disks (receptors)
of radius a randomly distributed over the surface of a
perfectly reflecting sphere (cell) of radius R, a << R. Based
on the definition of the rate constant as the ratio of the
steady-state flux of the particles to their concentration at in-
finity, they obtained the following approximate expression
for the rate constant:

kBP ¼ kSmsphk
HBP
disk N

kSmsph þ kHBPdisk N
¼ 4pDRaN

pRþ aN
: (10)

This formula shows that when N is small so that aN<<R, the
rate constant is the sum of the rate constants of N noninter-
acting perfectly absorbing disks, kBP ¼ 4pDaN ¼ kHBPdisk N. In
the opposite limiting case, R << aN, kBP ¼ 4pDR ¼ kSmsph,
i.e., the patchy sphere traps diffusing particles as if it is
perfectly absorbing. This happens despite the fact that the
surface fraction occupied by the disks,
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s ¼ AdiskN=Asph ¼ a2N=
�
4R2
�
;

can be small, s << 1.
Shoup and Szabo (33) pointed out that the Berg-Purcell

formula for the rate constant, Eq. 10, can be interpreted as
the Collins-Kimball formula, Eq. 8. Indeed, Eq. 10 becomes
identical to Eq. 8 if we take

k ¼ kBP ¼ kHBPdisk N

Asph

¼ DaN

pR2
¼ 4D

pa
s: (11)

This is an example of the so-called boundary homogeniza-
tion, which is the replacement of a patchy surface by an effec-
tive uniform partially absorbing surfacewith k chosen so that
the steady-state flux remains unchanged. Such a replacement
is possible because thememory of a local configuration of the
absorbing disks on the surface decays with the distance from
the surface. Sufficiently far away from a patchy surface, the
steady-state fields of the particle fluxes and concentrations
are indistinguishable from the corresponding fields in the
case of uniform partially absorbing surface with correctly
chosen k. One can learn more about boundary homogeniza-
tion in recent articles (34–36) and references therein.

According to Eq. 11, kBP being linear in s does not
depend on the disk arrangement on the surface. In fact,
Eq. 11 provides only the leading term of the small-s expan-
sion of the dependence k(s) (34–36). In our further analysis
we use a more general approximate formula for k(s) (36),

kðsÞ ¼ 4D

pa
sf ðsÞ; f ðsÞ ¼ 1þ a

ffiffiffi
s

p � bs2

ð1� sÞ2 ; (12)

where a ¼ 1.62, 1.75, 1.37 and b ¼ 1.36, 2.02, 2.59 for
triangular, square, and hexagonal lattices of perfectly
absorbing disks on the otherwise reflecting flat surface,
respectively. Because s / 0, f(s) approaches unity and
k(s) in Eq. 12 reduces to kBP in Eq. 11, because screening
effects can be neglected in the small-s limit. The formula
in Eq. 12 was obtained by fitting the dependences k(s) found
numerically for lattices of different types (36). This formula
shows that the trapping rate constant increases with s much
faster than kBP. Note that numerical results for the disks
randomly arranged on the flat surface can also be well fitted
by Eq. 12 with a ¼ 0.34 and b ¼ �0.58 (36).
FIGURE 3 Effective spots replacing a cluster formed by two disks of

radius a on the (A) triangular, (B) square, and (C) hexagonal lattices of

period l. (Dashed lines) Elementary cells of the adjoint lattices forming

the spots.
MAIN IDEA

The main idea of our approach to the problem of trapping
of diffusing particles by a cluster of perfectly absorbing
disks is to replace the cluster by an effective uniform spot,
which is partially absorbing, and then to find the rate con-
stant using the analog of the Collins-Kimball-Zwanzig-
Szabo formula. The rate constant k obtained in this way is
given by
k ¼ kspotkA

kspot þ kA
; (13)
where kspot is the rate constant for the perfectly absorbing

spot given in Eq. 6, A is the spot area, and k is its effective
trapping rate. To apply this formula, one has to

1. Construct the effective spot, i.e., to define the spot geom-
etry; and

2. Determine the effective trapping rate k.

In this section we discuss both issues in general. Applica-
tions of the general approach to particular cases are dis-
cussed in Clusters on Triangular Lattices, Clusters on
Square Lattices, and Clusters on Hexagonal Lattices.

Consider a cluster formed by N perfectly absorbing disks
of radius a whose centers occupy neighboring sites of a
regular lattice. We introduce an adjoint lattice that contains
sites of the initial lattice at the centers of its elementary
cells, and use it to define the effective spot as a union of
elementary cells of the adjoint lattice containing the disks.
Examples of effective spots replacing a two-disk cluster
on the triangular, square, and hexagonal lattices are shown
in Fig. 3 . The area AN of the spot is
Biophysical Journal 106(3) 500–509
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AN ¼ NA1; (14)

where A1 is the area of the elementary cell of the adjoint

lattice.

To prescribe a trapping rate to the effective spot, we
assume that k is the same as that of an infinite plane covered
by perfectly absorbing disks of radius a arranged in the same
regular lattice. Using Eqs. 12 and 14, we find that

kAN ¼ 4DaNf ðsÞ ¼ kHBPdisk Nf ðsÞ; (15)

where we have used the fact that sA1 ¼ pa2. Substituting
this expression for kAN into Eq. 13, we can write the rate
constant of the N-disk cluster as

kN ¼ 4DaN

f ðsÞ�1 þ 4DaN=kspot
: (16)

As follows from Eq. 6, the ratio 4DaN/kspot is given by

4DaN

kspot
¼ �

2p2
�1=3 aN

ðANPNÞ1=3
; (17)

where PN is the spot perimeter, which is a function of N and
the shape of the cluster. Substituting the ratio in Eq. 17 into
Eq. 16, we arrive at

kN ¼ 4DaN

f ðsÞ�1 þ ð2p2Þ1=3aN=ðANPNÞ1=3
; (18)

which is the key result of our approach.
As the distance l between the centers of neighboring disks
increases, the disk surface fraction s decreases, and function
f(s), defined in Eq. 12, approaches unity. The spot area
and perimeter are proportional to l2 and l, respectively.
Therefore, the second term in the denominator is propor-
tional to a/l and, hence, vanishes as l / N. Thus, at large
l the rate constant, Eq. 18, reduces to the sum of the rate con-
stants of N noninteracting disks, 4DaN, as it must be. The
ratio kN/(4DaN) can be considered as the dimensionless
absorbing efficacy of a single disk of the cluster. Thus, as
the intersite distance l increases, the efficacy approaches
its upper limit of unity.

To discuss the large-N behavior of kN, we note that the
product ANPN never grows with N faster than N2. Therefore,
the ratioN/(ANPN)

1/3 monotonically grows withN. At a fixed
value of the ratio a/l (and, hence, s) and sufficiently large N,
the denominator in Eq. 18 is determined by the second term.
In this limiting case, the rate constant takes the form

kN ¼
�
32

p2
ANPN

�1=3

D ¼ kspot; (19)

which shows that the cluster becomes perfectly absorbing as
N/N. One can also see this from Eq. 13, in which k f
spot
Biophysical Journal 106(3) 500–509
(ANPN)
1/3, A ¼ AN f N, and the ratio kA/(kspot þ kA) tends

to unity as N / N.
Below we use the results of this section to discuss the

dependence of the rate constant kN on the number N of
the disks in the cluster as well as on the cluster size and
shape for clusters on the triangular, square, and hexagonal
lattices. Because the results for clusters on the first two
lattices have been published (26,27), we discuss them
briefly in the next two sections. After that we give a more
detailed discussion and new results for clusters on the
hexagonal lattice.
CLUSTERS ON TRIANGULAR LATTICES

When the disk centers occupy neighboring sites of a
triangular (tr) lattice, the adjoint lattice is hexagonal. The
equivalent spot is a union of the two hexagons surround-
ing the sites of the initial lattice occupied by the disk
centers. In Fig. 3 A we show a disk dimer and the
spot formed by the two surrounding hexagons. When
neighboring sites of the initial lattice are separated by dis-
tance l, l R 2a, the edge length b of the hexagon (h)
(Fig. 3 A) and its area, respectively, are b ¼ l=

ffiffiffi
3

p
and

Ah ¼ 2
ffiffiffi
3

p
b2 ¼ ffiffiffi

3
p

l2=2. Using these relations, we can write
kN in Eq. 18 as

kN;tr ¼ 4DaN

ftrðsÞ�1 þ ½4p2N2=ðPN=bÞ�1=3ða=lÞ
; (20)

where the disk surface fraction is given by

s ¼ pa2=Ah ¼
�
2p=

ffiffiffi
3

p �
ða=lÞ2;

and function ftr(s) is

ftrðsÞ ¼ �
1þ 1:62

ffiffiffi
s

p � 1:36s2
�
ð1� sÞ2

(see Boundary Homogenization).
The expression for kN,tr was checked numerically (26) by

comparing its predictions with the values of the rate
constants obtained from Brownian dynamics simulations
for 14 clusters of different shape and size (2a % l %
20a) with N ¼ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, and 19. We define the
relative error as jktheory � ksimj/ksim, where ktheory and ksim
are the values of the rate constant predicted by the theory
and obtained from simulations, respectively. It was found
that for most clusters the maximum relative error is
within 3%.

The rate constant dependence on the cluster shape is due
to the shape dependence of the perimeter PN. To discuss this
dependence we compare the rate constants of linear (l) and
large compact (c) clusters, for which the perimeters, respec-
tively, are
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P
ðlÞ
N;tr ¼ 2ð2N þ 1Þb

and

P
ðcÞ
N;tr ¼ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
2p=

ffiffiffi
3

p �
N

r
b; N>>1:

We find the rate constants by substituting the perimeters into
Eq. 20. As a result, we obtain

k
ðlÞ
N;tr ¼ 4DaN

ftrðsÞ�1 þ ½2p2N2=ð2N þ 1Þ�1=3ða=lÞ
(21)

and

k
ðcÞ
N;tr ¼ 4DaN

ftrðsÞ�1 þ � ffiffiffi
3

p
=2
�1=6 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

pN
p ða=lÞ

; N>>1 : (22)

At large N where the screening effects are most pronounced,
the ratio of the rate constants is

k
ðlÞ
N;tr

k
ðcÞ
N;tr

x

 
P
ðlÞ
N;tr

P
ðcÞ
N;tr

!1=3

x

�
3N

2p

�1=6

; N>>1 : (23)

This shows that k
ðlÞ
N;tr significantly exceeds k

ðcÞ
N;tr at large N, as

might be expected, because screening in compact clusters is
much more efficient. It should be pointed out that Eq. 21
fails as N / N. In this limiting case, Eq. 21 predicts
k
ðlÞ
N;tr f N2/3, whereas the correct asymptotic behavior of
the rate constant of a linear cluster is k

ðlÞ
N;tr f N/ln N.

Fig. 4 shows the reduction of the efficacy, k
ðcÞ
N;tr/(4DaN),

for compact clusters as a function of N at different values
FIGURE 4 Efficacy of compact clusters of absorbing disks positioned on

the triangular lattice, as functions of the disk number in the cluster at

different interdisk distances. To see this figure in color, go online.
of the interdisk distance l. As N / N, the efficacy tends
to zero as N�1/2, as follows from Eq. 22.
CLUSTERS ON SQUARE LATTICES

When an N-disk cluster is formed by perfectly absorbing
disks whose centers occupy neighboring sites of a square
(sq) lattice of period l, the adjoint lattice is also the square
one of the same period. In Fig. 3 B we show a disk dimer
and the effective spot in this case. The formula for the
rate constant in Eq. 18 in the case of the square (sq) lattice
reduces to (27)

kN;sq ¼ 4DaN

fsqðsÞ�1 þ ½2p2N2=ðPN=lÞ�1=3a=l
; (24)

where the disk surface fraction is given by s ¼ pa2/l2, and
function fsq(s) is

fsqðsÞ ¼ �
1þ 1:75

ffiffiffi
s

p � 2:02s2
�
ð1� sÞ2

(see Boundary Homogenization). In (27), we compared
the rate constants predicted by Eq. 24 with those found
in Brownian dynamics simulations for 18 clusters of
different shape and size (2a % l % 20a) with N ¼ 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 13. The comparison showed good agree-
ment between the theoretical predictions and numerical
results.

Trapping by a straight linear cluster with equally
spaced disk centers can be analyzed using either a triangular
or a square lattice. The resulting formulas for the rate con-
stant are

k
ðlÞ
N;tr ¼ 4DaN

ftrðstrÞ�1 þ ½2p2N2=ð2N þ 1Þ�1=3a=l
(25)

and

k
ðlÞ
N;sq ¼ 4DaN

fsq
�
ssq

��1 þ ½p2N2=ðN þ 1Þ�1=3a=l
; (26)

where

str ¼
�
2p=

ffiffiffi
3

p �
a2=l2

and

ssq ¼ pa2=l2

are the disk surface fractions for the two lattices, and we
have used the following formulas for the spot perimeters:

P
ðlÞ
N;tr ¼ 2ð2N þ 1Þl=

ffiffiffi
3

p

Biophysical Journal 106(3) 500–509
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and

P
ðlÞ
N;sq ¼ 2ðN þ 1Þl:

Although the approximate formulas in Eqs. 25 and 26 are
different, they give practically the same values of the rate
constant. Maximum deviation of the ratio k

ðlÞ
N;sq=k

ðlÞ
N;tr from

unity does not exceed 3.7% for N ¼ 2, 2.5% for N ¼ 3,
1.7% for N ¼ 4, 1.2% for N ¼ 5, and is less than 1% for
longer clusters, N R 6.

Concluding this section, we consider trapping by a rect-
angular N-disk cluster with the goal to analyze the rate con-
stant dependence on the cluster shape. The perimeter of a
m � n ¼ N rectangular (r) cluster is P

ðrÞ
m�n ¼ 2(m þ n)l,

m, n R 2. Using this, we can find the rate constant k
ðrÞ
m�n

by Eq. 18,

kðrÞm� n ¼ 4DaN

fsqðsÞ�1 þ ½p2m2n2=ðmþ nÞ�1=3ða=lÞ
: (27)

As found in (27), this formula accurately predicts the rate
constant over the entire range of l, l R 2a, even for the
smallest rectangular cluster of size 2 � 2. At a fixed value
of the product mn ¼ N, the sum m þ n has a minimum at

m� ¼ n� ¼
ffiffiffiffi
N

p

and a maximum at m ¼ N, n ¼ 1 (or m ¼ 1, n ¼ N). There-
fore, k

ðrÞ
m�n has a maximum when the cluster is linear, and a

minimum when the rectangular cluster is almost symmetric
and its shape is close to square. This is a consequence of the
fact that screening is less efficient for linear clusters and
more efficient for compact ones.
FIGURE 5 Comparison of the rate constants predicted by Eq. 28 (solid

curves) with the rate constant values obtained from Brownian dynamics

simulations (symbols). (A, Curves, bottom to top) Clusters containing

N ¼ 2, 3, 4, and 5 disks. Simulation results for the four- and five-disk

clusters in square brackets are not shown (see more in the text). (B, Curves,

bottom to top) Clusters containing N ¼ 6, 10, 12, and 13 disks. (C, Curves,

bottom to top) Clusters containing N ¼ 14, 16, and 18 disks. To see this

figure in color, go online.
CLUSTERS ON HEXAGONAL LATTICES

In the last two sections we discussed the earlier obtained
results on trapping by clusters on triangular and square lat-
tices (26,27). This section presents results for clusters on
hexagonal (h) lattices. In this case, the adjoint lattice is
the triangular (tr) one of the period

ffiffiffi
3

p
l, where l is the

distance between neighboring sites of the initial hexagonal
lattice. A disk dimer and the corresponding effective spot
formed by two elementary cells of the triangular lattice con-
taining the disks are shown in Fig. 3 C. The area of a unit
cell of the adjoint lattice is

Atr ¼ 3
ffiffiffi
3

p
l2=4:

Using this, we can write the rate constant in Eq. 18 as

kN;h ¼ 4DaN

fhðsÞ�1 þ �2= ffiffiffi
3

p �½p2N2=ðPN=lÞ�1=3ða=lÞ
; (28)

where the disk surface fraction is
Biophysical Journal 106(3) 500–509
s ¼ pa2=Atr ¼
h
4p=

�
3
ffiffiffi
3

p �i
a2=l2;

and function fh(s) is given by



FIGURE 6 Maximum relative errors in predictions of

the rate constants kN, Eq. 28, and kspot, Eq. 6. To see

this figure in color, go online.
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fhðsÞ ¼ �
1þ 1:37

ffiffiffi
s

p � 2:59s2
�
ð1� sÞ2

(see Boundary Homogenization).

To check the accuracy of the formula in Eq. 28, we

compare its predictions with the values of the rate constants
obtained from Brownian dynamics simulations. In simula-
tions we find the mean lifetime t of a particle diffusing in
a cubic cavity of volume V containing a cluster of perfectly
absorbing disks in the center of one of its walls, which are
otherwise perfectly reflecting. The particle starting point is
uniformly distributed over the cavity volume. The rate con-
stant of interest is given by the ratio of the cavity volume to
the mean lifetime, k ¼ V/t. We used the following set of
dimensionless parameters: disk radius a ¼ 5 � 10�2; time
step Dt ¼ 10�6; diffusion coefficient D ¼ 1; and the cavity
side and its volume were 8 and 512, respectively. The mean
lifetime was found by averaging over 5 � 104 trajectories.

Simulations were run for 14 clusters of different shape
and size with N ¼ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, and 18,
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 . For each cluster, the distance be-
tween the centers of neighboring disks varied from l ¼ 2a
(disks in contact) to l ¼ 20a. The rate constants obtained
from simulations and predicted by Eq. 28 are shown in
Fig. 5 by symbols and solid curves, respectively. One can
see good agreement between the two.

Note that the effective spots corresponding to the two
four-disk clusters of different shapes shown in panel A of
Fig. 5 have not only equal areas but also equal perimeters.
Consequently, Eq. 28 predicts the same rate constants for
both clusters despite the fact that they have different shapes.
The same is true for the three five-disk clusters shown in the
same panel of Fig. 5. Both predictions are corroborated by
the results of Brownian dynamics simulations, which
yielded maximum difference between the rate constants
not exceeding 1.6% of k4,h for the four-disk clusters and
2.1% of k5,h for the five-disk clusters. Simulation results
for the clusters given in Fig. 5 A in square brackets are
not shown.

Maximum relative errors of the rate constants predicted
by Eq. 28 for clusters of different shape are summarized
in Fig. 6, where using simulation results we also give the
relative errors of kspot predicted by Eq. 6 for effective spots
of different shapes. The relative errors show that both for-
mulas for the rate constant, Eqs. 6 and 28, work reasonably
well.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Clustering of functional units—channels, transporters, and
receptors—is a ubiquitous phenomenon described for
various cell and organelle membranes (1–12). Because of
the membrane inhomogeneities and different inherent sym-
metries of the units, they might cluster into structures that
are different in both the degree of compactness and symme-
try of the packing lattices. If they do, these structural fea-
Biophysical Journal 106(3) 500–509
tures manifest themselves in different mutual screening of
the units which, especially in the case of tight packing
and/or large clusters, can significantly reduce the unit trap-
ping efficiency.

Here, we offer a simple general analytical approach for
an approximate quantitative description of this screening,
which allows one to treat clusters of perfectly absorbing
circular disks of complex structures. As the surface fraction
of absorbing disks increases, the cluster becomes perfectly
absorbing whereas the efficacy of an individual disk de-
creases. Of course, the proposed approach is not universal;
nevertheless, as shown above it works reasonably well,
permitting calculation of the efficacy of trapping for the
clusters of various shape and size on lattices of different
packing symmetries. The proposed approach provides a
tool for analyzing the effects of channel/receptor/transporter
clustering in different intracellular and intercellular pro-
cesses featuring domains of various packing.
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